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General Terms and Conditions for the tenant  
  

 It is necessary to read these conditions carefully. The rights and obligations of both you and 
Rent a car Gigi S.L. are described. Your payment to Rent a car Gigi S.L. implies agreement with 
the mentioned conditions.  
  
1. Kind of agreement  
 
Rent a car Gigi S.L. mediates with regard to the realization of rental agreements between 
owners and tenants. Rent a car Gigi S.L. acts as representative of the owners and is only 
responsible as far as it concerns the performance of the mediation. Anyway, Rent a car Gigi 
S.L. is only responsible for the rental sum paid by the tenant. Rent a car Gigi S.L. always 
remains the right to refuse guests or to cancel reservations.  
  
  
2. Conditions of payment   

 
After reception of your booking form and your down payment, your booking is realized. The 
other part of the sum should be registered on our account at last 8 weeks before the start of 
the rental period.  

 Rentacar Gigi S.L.   

Bank account: 2100 1524 90 0200317514   

IBAN: ES4821001524900200317514   

BIC / SWIFT: CAIXESBBXXX / Banco La Caixa    

Payment reference: Please mention booking number. Please don’t forget! Rent a car Gigi S.L. 
reserves the right to cancel a reservation if the down payment is not received within 7 days 
after sending the e-mail with the booking confirmation.  
  

3. Security Deposit   
 

Properties on Rent a car Gigi S.L. website fall under different “security deposit regulations”. 
The information regarding this deposit can be found on each villa page on  
 
www.rentacargigi.com and also in the special conditions.  
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4. Conditions of cancelling 

 Cancelling by tenant:   
 4 weeks before the planned day of arrival: 100% of the entire rental sum is owed.  

 
 Cancellation between 4 and 8 weeks: 75% of the rental sum is owed. 

 
 If the cancellation occurs , for any reasons, eight weeks before arrival, the deposit will 

be lost.  
Cancellations have to be reported by e-mail or phone to Rent a car Gigi S.L. and should be 
confirmed in writing. The day of reception of the written confirmation, will be described as 
cancellation day. 
 
       Cancelling by Rent a car Gigi S.L:  

 
 If circumstances require cancellation of the already rented holiday home, the tenant will 
immediately be notified and if possible, another holiday home will be offered. In case of non-
acceptance of this home, or when there aren’t any other homes available, the already paid 
sum will immediately be transferred to the tenants account. The tenant only has the right to 
claim this sum from Rent a car Gigi S.L.  
  
5. Responsibility of the tenant   

 
During your stay in the holiday home, you are as tenant fully responsible for the rented home, 
inventory and all other property belonging to the rented object and the damage supposed to 
be caused by you and your company should be paid (without counter evidence) by you at 
replacement value to the homeowner or his substitute. Rent a car Gigi S.L. has the right to use 
the deposit for this purpose. Between 22.00 p.m. and 8 a.m. the tenant has to respect the 
night rest of the neighbors without causing any trouble. Without written Rent a car Gigi S.L. 
permission it is not permitted to stay with more than the number of persons stated on the 
website, at the rented accommodation. Disregarding this policy will lead to immediate 
cancellation of the rental agreement without right of any reimbursement. Pets: Not all 
homeowners allow pets. Only when stated on the Rent a car Gigi S.L. website, pets are not 
allowed.  
  
6. Responsibility of Rent a car Gigi S.L.   

 
Rent a car Gigi S.L. is never responsible for damages and/or costs on behalf of the tenant. Rent 
a car Gigi S.L. isn’t responsible for any lost items, theft, or psychical damage caused to or by 
tenants of holiday homes rented through mediation of Rent a car Gigi S.L.. Rent a car Gigi S.L. 
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isn’t responsible for any noise nuisance during the stay. Moreover, Rent a car Gigi S.L. isn’t 
responsible for any not reproachable mistakes in the description of the home, as showed on 
Internet.  
  
7. Building activities   

 
Rent a car Gigi S.L.  accommodations are privately owned houses, which are not situated on a 
bungalow park. This means there can incidentally take place building activities in the area of 
your accommodation. Although Rent a car Gigi S.L. is not liable for any inconvenience this 
might cause during your stay, Rent a car Gigi S.L. will mediate with the constructor.   
  
  
8. Arrival and departure   

 
Properties on Rent a car Gigi S.L. website fall under different “arrival and departure 
regulations”. The information regarding the arrival and departure can be found on each villa 
page on www.rentacar-gigi.com and also in the special conditions paragraph.  

Check in: from 04.00 pm to 7.30 pm  

Check out: until 10.00 am  

The keys pick-up times are from 9 am to 1 pm and from 4 pm to 7 pm from Monday to 
Saturday.  
Outside these working hours, the customer must pay € 30 for the service of handing over the 
keys.  
In case the customer rents us a car or asks us for the airport service, that service will be free.  
 
9. Facilities   
 
All activities, excursions and/or facilities, sports events, community swimming pools, 
restaurants, discotheques, are not accessible all year round. 
Rentacar Gigi S. L cannot be held responsible for the openings and closures of the latter, even 
if the latter are external collaborators. 
 
10. Cleaning   

 
Properties on Rent a car Gigi S.L. website fall under different “cleaning regulations”. The 
information regarding the cleaning and payment of the cleaning costs can be found on each 
villa page on www.www.rentacar-gigi.com and also in the special conditions. For all properties 
the following applies: Your accommodation will be clean at the moment of arrival. It’s essential 
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you leave the accommodation in a proper state. All comments about cleaning or inventory 
have to be reported to our representative at the day of arrival When you leave the 
accommodation:  
• The crockery and the cutlery should be clean and put way.   
• The dishwasher (if any) should be empty.   
• The beds should be stripped and linen ( if rented by Rent a car Gigi S.L.) should be collected 

in the bedroom(s).   
• The household garbage should be placed in the dirt containers in the street. • The terrace 

furniture should be properly arranged   
  
11. Complaint Procedure  

 
 If at your arrival you find and error or imperfection, we strongly recommend you should 
contact our representative on place. Most of the cases he will be able to offer you an adequate 
solution. If there is a problem that does not have a quick or adequate solution please send a 
complaint by e-mail to Rent a car Gigi S.L. All complaints must be sent by e-mail to 
info@gigirentacar.es within the 7 days after your departure. After this period new complaints 
will not be taken into consideration.   
  
  
12. Special conditions for the tenant   

 
A.Security Deposit : We ask €200 for a 1week renting.  
 
A.1 Refundable security deposit : 
 
 At the moment of arrival, you pay the security deposit cash or by credit card to our 
representative on the spot. The security deposit will be refunded at your account within 10 
days after your departure. Damaged or missing items with regard to interior and exterior of 
the holiday home will be deducted from the security deposit money. All damages and missing 
items not reported to Rent a car Gigi S.L. within 24 hours after arrival, are assumed to be 
caused by you. 
 Youngsters (groups of persons with an average age of < 25) pay a security deposit of 150 euros 
per person with a maximum of 1000 Euro.  


